Dear Friends of the Forest,
The 2nd IFTDays newsletter presents two Finnish makers of this year´s
workshop day: artist Saija Lehtonen and research professor Sirpa
Kurppa.

Saija Lehtonen
“I am an artist and a creator. I spent my childhood in
the middle of a forest in the Central Finland. Nature
as a whole and natural materials such as fish scale,
elk hair, wood and mushroom pigments are my main
sources of inspiration and the profound basis of my
work. I am also intrigued by the cultural heritage and
traditions of the Arctic. In my opinion ecological arts
and handicrafts are often reflecting deeper
understanding of the circle of life and nature.
Working with natural materials and with our own
hands connects us to this cycle and to our
surrounding environment”.
How does your work relate to forests?
“Forests give me inspiration and the materials that I
use come straight from the forest”.
What are some main challenges you are facing in
your work?
“Use of time; to find, gather, process and store natural
materials takes time and effort”.
Would you like to shortly share one personal
forest/nature experience that has been significant to
you?
“When I am in nature, I often feel that I´m part of it, there´s no borders. For example:
When I go to sauna that is on the shore of a creek in the middle of the forest. There´s
no people anywhere around and when I go in to the water and float facing the sky, I
can see only the sky and the forest that is surrounding the creek, and I feel the cool
water and silence. That´s when I feel that I am in the right place”.
What do you wish to gain from participating at IFTDays 2020?
“New experiences and knowledge, and meeting the other participants”.
What do you wish to bring to IFTDays?
“Considerations on the importance of creativity and physical connection to the nature
and natural materials”.

Sirpa Kurppa
“I am Research professor (Emerita) Ph.D.,
from the Natural Resources Institute
Finland (Luke) the group of Sustainability
Science and Indicators. My former
research topics included sustainability of
the food production and services,
integrated food and environmental policy,
integrated product policy, environmental
awareness
and
design,
industrial
symbiosis and resilience.
My novel interests are 'soft infrastructure',
frugality and role of elderly people
(women especially) in sustainable and
regenerative economy. At present I am
coordinating the guiding group of the
association Elonkierron Ystävät ry
http://elonkierronystavat.fi/”.
How does your work relate to forests?
“Forest is the source of resilience, cultural
welfare and protein”.
What are some main challenges you are facing in your work?
“Re-valuing/governance of ecosystem services”
Would you like to shortly share one personal forest/nature experience that has been
significant to you?
“Holistic nature dependence and partnership”.
What do you wish to gain from participating at IFTDays 2020?
“Networking with transdisciplinary group of experts who understand the value of
nature based partnership and importance of soft infrastructure and have high
interest in frugality and regenerative welfare economy”.
What do you wish to bring to IFTDays?
“Sustainable and regenerative food system”.

